
Spider Maven Necklace
Project N2212
Kat Silvia

Get caught in a web of beads with this spider and cobweb necklace.  A perfect Halloween accessory!

What You'll Need

Jewelry Charm, 3-D Textured Spider, 19mm, 1 Piece, Silver Plated

SKU: PND-2283

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Round Rolo Chain 3.7mm Bulk By The Foot

SKU: CHA-9953

Project uses 16 Inches

Czech Fire Polished Glass, Faceted Round Beads 4mm, 40 Pieces, Tweedy Violet

SKU: BCP-02045

Project uses 26 pieces

Lead-Free Pewter, Spiderweb 2 Loop Charm 23.5x24mm, 2 Pieces, Antiqued Silver

SKU: PND-09093

Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5150

Project uses 7 pieces

Silver Plated Head Pins 1 Inch/22 Gauge (50)

SKU: FHP-5314

Project uses 26 pieces

Silver Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 15mm (10)

SKU: FCL-2522

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5600] Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-5511]

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5514] Beadsmith Jewelry Fine

Round Nose Micro Pliers

Instructions

This necklace measures approximately 17.5 inches.  To modify the length, simply adjust the length of chain on both sides respectively.

1. Begin by cutting three lengths of chain: one that is 37 links, and two that are 55 links each.  Set these aside.

2. Next, take one head pin and string on one bead.  Make a simple wire loop.  Set this aside.  Repeat this 25 times for a total of 26.
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3. Take one length of chain, 55 links, open one jump ring and attach it to one end with one lobster clasp.  Close the jump ring.Move to the other side of this
length of this chain and use another jump ring to attach one spider web link.  To the other side of the spider web link, use a jump ring to attach the length of
chain that is 37 links.  To the other side of this chain, attach the other spider web link and then to the other side of the web, attach the final length of chain. 
To the end of the chain attach one jump ring to finish the clasp.

4. Next, to attach all the beads to the chain, you will gently twist the simple wire loop open, same as you would a jump ring.  If you lay the chain out with the
lobster on the left side, you will move to the first spider web.  The link that is attached to the jump ring, just left of the web is where you will begin to add the
beads.  Because of the way the role chain sits, you will add a bead to every other link.  To the left of the first web, please add four beads in this manner
(Please see photo for reference).

5. Move to the right side of the first spider web, and starting on the first chain link (not the jump ring) attach 13 beads, remembering to attach them to every
other link of chain. 

6. Open one jump ring and attach it to the spider charm and then to the center link of the chain.  Now repeat the above step by adding 13 more beads to
this section of chain.

7. Move to the right side of the second spider web and add four beads as you did on the other side.  If you hold the necklace up and all the beads are
hanging down you have done it correctly.
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